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Top Trends in Visualization, Cognition,
Behavior & Thought Alignment
What Thought Leaders are saying about leading trends in Visualization
models and tools, and where they see the industry going
Definition: Mental Model is an
explanation of someone's
thought process about how
something works in the real
world. A kind of internal symbol
or representation of external
reality, hypothesized to play a
major role in cognition, reasoning and decision-making. Mental
models can help shape behaviour and set an approach to
solving problems (akin to a
personal algorithm) and doing
tasks

Introduction
In February 2013, IBM announced that it expects to generate $20B in analytics/big data
revenue in 2015, up from a prior forecast of $16B. One might say that IBM is Analytics —
however, we would say they are masters in the alignment between visualization and
analysts’ mental model — enabling the visual discovery of complex questions and puzzles from multitudes of data to be solved collaboratively and quickly. It is no coincidence that a few months ago, IBM and Google organized a workshop held at the industry’s annual Visualization Conference in Seattle, focused on answering the industry’s
own puzzle — how to model and measure user cognition that underlie ones’ sensemaking ability. At the workshop, a small visionary group of leading academics, who represented the fields of neuroscience, behavioral science and
information technology unveiled the first ever model intended to measure analysts’ individual differences in performance when interacting
with visual analytics systems. Many believe, this work will form the cornerstone in information technology that will drive a paradigm shift in
cognition and human-machine engagement across all industries. We
believe it will change the way we create, manage and make sense of the
world. With IBM’s $4B uptick, we think they would agree.

A Process of Discovery
The academic world has long studied cognitive and behavioral differences in individuals—from Gardner’s Seven Intelligences to Myers-Briggs Personality Types. But when
applied to the computing world, most information technologists build one-size-fits-all
applications, with little consideration of who is using the system, the stress-level of the
environment, or the differences in how individuals are otherwise “wired”. Other than a
person’s role and level of authority, applications do not account for learning style, personal approaches, ability to engage, and personal biases. This may be fine for many en-
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terprises, but if you are in a role where
time-to-decision matters —- where problems are complex and may affect human
life or national security, those difference
can pose some hefty consequences. This
is where visualization comes into play.
Visualization is a process of discovery,
leveraging human cognition and pattern recognition into the ability to make sense of information as it is represented
over time. Measuring effectiveness and adapting the visual interface to leverage an
individual’s unique mental model, can improve sensemaking, knowledge transfer and
collaboration. Augmenting and enhancing analysts’ cognitive variations will also help
prevent them from jumping to pre-mature conclusions in an information intensive environment, enabling them to consider a stronger weighted
set of options, and perhaps better solve complex puzzles
more quickly. This unique alignment — of the “mental
model” with the “visual representation” of information,
is intended to ultimately improve the analysts’ cognition
and minimize many of the pitfalls of current visualization
solutions.
Application of these new visualization methods attempt to understand individual cognitive and behavior differences, then to fill those gaps respectively. They measure variations in responses of novices compared to experts, monitor peoples’ pulse rates in timesensitive and information-overload situations, then utilize knowledge-of-the-crowd to
recommend next steps. Consistently bridging those gaps, has become an industry-wide
quest. Big-data analytics is driving the imperative to enable each analyst or teams of
analysts to derive discovery from their Exabyte's of information, in the hopes of multi
-discipline collaboration that improve time-to-decision, insights and outcomes.

Finding the Disruptors to Deliver Disruptive Discovery
At the BELIV workshop (Oct 14-15, 2012) held during VisWeek in Seattle, Washington, a
team from the Visual Analytics Lab ([V]ALT) at Tufts University unveiled a new cognitive
measurement model called, Individual Cognitive Differences in 3 Dimensions (ICD3),
to select members of the visualization community including workshop organizers, IBM
(Watson pedigree) and Google. What was so unique about this model is that up until
then, no comprehensive and standardized model for measurement had yet been
employed by the visualization community. The Tufts model essentially offers the
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first step in systematically evaluating the effects of users’ individual performance differences when interacting with visual analytic systems. This
breakthrough allows the community to work within a common model to
measure cognition and evaluate success in visualization — that is, sensemaking methods that lay the path forward to improving and enhancing an analyst’s performance.
ICD3 breaks down cognition into three dominant dimensions, Cognitive
Traits (how you are “wired”), Cognitive States (your state in the environment), and Experience/Bias (the application of what you have learned). These
categories allow for a common means to measure, evaluate and even 3dimensionally plot an analyst’s specific performance (or “signature”) as
they utilize visualization tools. Tufts’ three dominant dimensions suggest that Cognitive
Traits remain constant, while the others change based upon external influences and
learning. Based on this
model, the assessment
of real-time feedback
and measurement can be
captured in a revised
cognitive signature.
Then solutions can be
applied, as analysts view
and work through complex problems. Corresponding adaptive controls can then be utilized
to normalize cognitive
gaps thereby enabling improvements in analysts’ performance.
Tufts’ ICD3 model is the first of its kind, stemming from research being undertaken in
multiple fields. Visualization, human-computer interaction, and cognitive science were
instrumental in creating this model that will drive thought alignment between analysts.
The second breakthrough that several university researchers discovered came about
through applications of recent advancements in Human Machine Interfaces. Specifically, they utilized inexpensive, medical-grade, unobtrusive sensors and interfaces for
measuring cognitive states and attention-grabbing, gaze-locations, in real-time. These
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tools enable the breakdown and measurement of complex cognition and behavioral responses for not only the
academic community, but now industry.
The 2013 Consumer Electronics Show, held in Las Vegas
in January, confirmed for VMI the remarkable year-overyear growth of these sensors as applied to providing
unique visualization and sensemaking experiences . The
physical intersection of emotion and gaze will pay huge dividends to universities, R&D
labs, and entrepreneurs as they envision and introduce performance-enhancing improvements for achieving insights and decisions. We see this as a paradigm shift —
technology adjusting to people... making us the ultimate knowledge making machine.
How significant is this development? To us, this convergence is a step beyond how
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) compared with X-rays. MRIs revolutionized the
study of the brain and enabled breakthroughs in neurosurgery and patient care. So too,
the use of unobtrusive sensors and visualization models will enable breakthroughs in
cognition and collaborative decision making, driving a revolution in big data analytics
and thought alignment. Detecting the precise gaze-location of an emotion, mashed-up
with data analytics, will enable developers of new applications to measure and exploit
cause, effect, mitigation and performance improvement in a true human-machine symbiosis!

The Need, Emerging Players and Markets
Ultimately, what does this mean to an analyst and improving their ability to make better
decisions more quickly? At each step in the visualization discovery process, as analysts
interact with decision support systems and visual displays of analytics, real-time measurement of cognitive states, and traits, information systems will correlate and mitigate
differences in each analyst’s approach to solving problems. With the use of cognitive
signatures, analysts will be evenly compensated for their differences in mental processing speed, their spatial perception, workload, emotional state, learned experiences and/
or bias. Doing so will enhance individual performance, improve collaboration, and ultimately increase analysts’ likelihood of arriving at better decisions more quickly.
Measurement technology exists today: Tobii Technologies’ eye-tracking, Affectiva’s
biometric/facial interpretation, NeuroSky brainwaves. Linking precision-cognition detection to neuroscience, behavioral science, human performance and information
technology is what’s new. Unobtrusive detection of pupil dilation, pixel-level motion
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variation, skin conduction, heart rates and blood pressure, feeding into the likes of Tufts’
model, will enable real-time detection, analysis, augmentation, and performance enhancements in all kinds of new industries. This is why IBM has updated its forecast!

The Hockey Stick
Within two weeks of beginning to write this paper, VMI has seen numerous mergers,
acquisitions, new R&D efforts, and models debuting in this emerging field. Then came
the announcement of the first ever, Neurogaming Conference and Expo which will take
visualization, immersion and performance improvements to new levels. Neurogaming
may be the first commercial industry to offer transcranial direct current stimulation
(Neurotrek) to enhance learning and memory performance of gamers. As many in the
intelligence field know, advancements in gaming technology are watched carefully. The
next big thing in gaming will likely be incorporated into the next generation of leadingedge, analyst tools.
Applying cognition, behavior and thought alignment to visualization is taking off like a
hockey stick! Even Samsung is incorporating eye tracking technologies in their latest
release of the Galaxy mobile handset, to improve user experience (and ad revenue!) As
technology accelerates and converges with advancements in sensory, emotional, cognitive and behavioral science, the impact on society will be monumental.
VMI sees personalized augmentation of cognition in Visualization being applied to enhance many fields — including predictive intelligence, situational awareness, immersive
gaming, training, education, simulation, evolving control systems, autonomy (self adaptive technology and human-computer/machine symbiosis), medical diagnostics and remote surgery, just to name a few.

Conclusion
In order to maximize an analyst’s effectiveness, visualization tools must take into consideration the many differences in each one of us, at each moment and situation, in order to optimize the alignment between our “mental model” and the “visual representations” of information. Tufts’ ICD3 is the first of its kind, and the first step to systematically evaluating the effects of users’ individual performance differences when interacting with visual analytics. With visualization industry breakthroughs in models for sensemaking, and unobtrusive sensors that enable cognitive precision, performance augmentation and enhancement will maximize analysts’ cognition. New applications will minimizes many of the pitfalls of current visualization solutions, including attention overload
and “paralysis by analysis”.
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Current generation visualization tools exist primarily in big data analytics industries such
as business intelligence, finance, healthcare, defense & security, and networking. VMI
concludes information industries where trust and time-to-decision matters are now on
the cusp of a major paradigm shift due to new visualization models and tools that will
have far reaching implications in the alignment of mental models, cognition and humanmachine engagement. - Laura Byers, Vice President, VMI Laura@e-vmi.com

Being What’s Next
Over the last several years, VMI has followed and participated in Visualization, Big Data and Analytics technologies and markets where they play. An important element of our work has included
extensive primary and secondary research with universities, research labs and businesses in both
the Commercial and Defense Sectors. Key experts and opinion leaders in emerging communities
comprising technologists, academics, researchers and solution developers are now part of VMI’s
over 200 member “Topical Community” and provide us with cross industry-level insights and perspectives.
While this briefing has endeavored to help our customer See What’s Next, if you are interested in
Being What’s Next, we would be happy to arrange a telecom or an in-person to discuss how we
may help. Please give us a call at 480-488-5707.

About VMI
Founded in 1992, in Phoenix, Arizona, Vanguard Marketing International’s longstanding mission
is, “to be widely recognized for clear, cutting edge thinking and delivery of actionable results that
make a difference for our clients.” VMI’s methodologies and expertise gives us the ability to analyze markets and design processes that produce disruptive, innovative, low-risk strategies and
action plans. VMI works on an ongoing basis with many of its clients to ensure that they address
changing market needs, capitalize on important industry trends, and maintain brands, which
clearly differentiate their company and innovations throughout the investment community and
prospective markets.

About Beyond Line of Sight “BLOS”
The objective of the Beyond Line of Sight “BLOS” methodology is to identify emerging trends or
validate previously identified trends in selected industries and markets. Most people believe that
when they observe a trend it is the first it has ever appeared, but in fact, trends evolve and migrate across industries and markets over decades. As a result, one industry may have ten years
experience with a trend while another is just beginning to feel its effects. By connecting trends
and business models across industries and time we gain an understanding of what the future
holds for our clients with a high degree of assurance.
As a follow-up, the reader is encouraged to review Vanguard Marketing’s website and published
white papers on selected topics related to VMI’s core competencies at: https://e-vmi.com/
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